Background Information

Supplemental Services

As a certified OpenSciEd distributor and professional learning provider, Activate Learning provides the digital platform, print materials, student notebooks, complete science kits, and personalized professional learning services to make OpenSciEd Middle School implementation smooth and successful.

We’re your full-service provider for all of your OpenSciEd needs!

➡ Connect with us to get started, or read on to learn more about our comprehensive services.

Activate Learning collaborates with districts to provide:

☑ Personalized professional learning services to support the pedagogical shift to three-dimensional teaching and learning.

Activate Learning offers highly personalized services to support OpenSciEd curriculum implementation fully. We provide unique learning experiences for all educators and stay involved for the duration of your program adoption.

We consider your students’ needs and your science programs’ goals when we design your district’s Professional Learning Plan. Our approach aligns with the Science Professional Learning Standards and provides unparalleled expertise and attention from facilitators who remain focused on teacher and student success.

activatelearning.com
Comprehensive professional learning resources provide the necessary content, structure, and support to experience three-dimensional teaching and learning with OpenSciEd. We offer a menu of professional learning experiences and will work closely with your district to develop your personalized plan.

Professional Learning opportunities include:

- **Curriculum Launch** is to support teachers in understanding the shifts called for by the NGSS and the framework for K-12 education.
- **Ongoing Support with Unit Deep Dives** to help teachers advance their understanding of the OpenSciEd approach while going deep into a specific science unit.
- **Unit Into/Overview** sessions are geared to give the teacher an overview of their next unit.
- **Modules to strengthen scientific practices** are designed to build teacher expertise and facilitate student growth in specific scientific practices.
- **Using Digital tools** sessions gives the teachers a deep dive into our online materials.
- **Train the Trainers** allows the district to start doing its own PL with support from the Activate Learning team.

  **The Activate Learning team stays involved and supports the district for the duration of the adoption!**

- **Quality-tested kits and materials for student-centered learning**

Science equipment and materials are essential elements to investigation-centered learning, and Activate Learning offers certified science kits to support every activity in each unit for OpenSciEd Middle School.

- All products are rigorously tested for quality assurance.
- Materials are grouped by lesson so teachers can quickly locate lesson-specific materials.
- Activate Learning Kit Companion™ helps teachers save time and quickly find everything in their shipment, access important Safety Data Sheets, and view how-to videos to set up materials. Take a sneak peek into how it works by scanning this QR code ➡️

![Activate Learning Kit Companion™](activatelearning.com)
A robust interactive digital platform that empowers educators and enhances student learning


With the Activate Learning Digital Platform, students and teachers enjoy an interactive, engaging online experience with the OpenSciEd Middle School curriculum.

The platform is designed for student accessibility and inclusion and offers embedded translation for 130+ languages, text-to-speech with read-along highlighting, and sentence starters to support writing.

With an intuitive user experience, teachers have everything they need to Plan, Teach, Assign, and Assess lessons in a platform integrated with leading SIS rostering and Learning Management Systems. With Lesson Launch, teachers can quickly view slides, handouts, student editions, and materials in one place!
The Activate Learning team of education experts understands the challenges that real educators face in the classroom, and we’re committed to providing personalized support to address your unique needs.

To learn more, visit https://activatelearning.com/middle-school-curriculum/openscied.